Basically, the solution of estimating the time delay between two signals received at two spatially separated sensors consists of cross correlating the sensor's output and using the time argument that corresponds to the maximum peak as the time delay estimate.
To improve the estimation process, various optimum or heurestic filters have been suggested. Design of these filters requires the exact knowledge of the input spectra which is practicglly difficult. It would therefore be useful if fixed filters were specifically designed to have good performance over entire classes of input spectral densities. In this paper , robust solutions to the two optimum filters derived by Hassab and Boucher to estimate the time delay are derived. Explicit solutions for the c-contaminated power spectral densities (PSD's) will be given. Numerical examples are given to illustrate the benefits of using robust filters in time delay estimation (TDE). Simulation results are also given. The results obtained show that robust filters are the saddle point solutions for the c-contaminated spectral classes and ensure the advantages of robustness. Optimum or suboptimum filters are proposed to enhance the performance of the generalized gross carrelator (GCC) used in TD E[3]. The design of these filters requires the exact knowledge of input signal and noises spectra , which is practically difficult, When the filter transfer function do not match the true input spectra, there is a consequent deterioration in the GCC performance. Two approaches o the problem of unknown spectra are of interest. We either estimate the spectra and substitute the estimates in the afore mentioned filters or we search for a robust solution over a range of spectra perturbed from some nominal point [4, 5] . In this paper we shall present robust solutions to the two optimum filters proposed by Hassab and Boucher to enhance the GCC performance. For these solutions, t the e-contaminated spectral classes will be considered. Numerical examples and simulation results will be given to illustrate the theoretical results .
II. HASSAB AND BOUCHER OPTIMUM FILTERS
Hassab and Boucher designed two optimum filters to enhance the estimation of time delay between signals received at two spatially separated sensors Note that Q1 (w) is the total statistical variations at the correlator out , " put and Q2( w ) is the total noise PSD at the filter input. The 6-contaminated PSD"s at the filter input are modeled as follows: 
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The robust filters can now be obtained through the following theorem. The proof is similar to that given in E8Jfor a Wiener filtering problem.
Theorem : For any total signal PSD' G t( w), and total noise PSD, Q(w), which are members of the c-contamination classes defined by equations (8) and (9) 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The signal and noise spectra at the sensors input are considered to be of the E-contaminated spectral classes, that is . 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
The theoretical , numerical and simulation results show that the robust filters W (w) and WIIR(w) are the saddle point solutions fortthe optimum BB filters-WI(w) and w II (w) respectively when the 6-contaminated spectral classes at the sensor's input are considered. For future extensions M.ary sensors may be considered or correlation between noises or between signal and noises at the sensor's input may be taken into consideration.
